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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate an implicit space mapping (ISM) method for microwave filter

design that is enhanced and assisted by a tuning procedure. This procedure helps us to

select design variables as well as suitable preassigned parameters for an ISM implementa-

tion. It also aids us in the convergence of our ISM algorithm. We investigated and solved a

microstrip notch filter using this technique. This shows that tuning-aided sensitivity analysis

guides the parameter selections and enhances the performance of ISM optimization. VVC 2008

Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J RF and Microwave CAE 18: 445–453, 2008.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Space mapping (SM) technology [1] addresses the

issue of reducing unnecessary time-consuming full-

wave electromagnetic (EM) simulations of micro-

wave structures in device modeling [2] and design

optimization.

SM assumes the existence and exploitation of

‘‘fine’’ and ‘‘coarse’’ models. The ‘‘fine’’ model may

be a CPU-intensive EM simulator that provides high

accuracy. The ‘‘coarse’’ model is a simplified repre-

sentation, typically an equivalent circuit with empiri-

cal formulas.

Implicit space mapping (ISM) has been demon-

strated to work both in the design [3] and modeling

[4] arenas. ISM [3, 4] optimization techniques exploit

available preassigned parameters in the coarse model.

The preassigned parameters are a set of parameters

that are normally fixed during the design optimization

process, such as dielectric constant and substrate

height. Changing the values of some of these parame-

ters, however, is expected to have a similar impact on

the responses of the microwave components as does

changing the designable parameters. In each iteration,

we calibrate these preassigned parameters in the

coarse model against the fine model (where the preas-

signed parameters are always fixed). A reoptimization

is carried out on the calibrated coarse model (surro-

gate). The new design parameter values are then

assigned to the fine model. These steps are repeated

until the specifications are satisfied.

Tuning is a built-in functionality of Agilent ADS

[5]. When a coarse model is designed in ADS, its pa-

rameters could be set as tunable. Each tunable para-

meter is provided with a slider bar. These slider bars

can be moved up and down to alter the corresponding

parameter values. The resulting graphic and numeri-

cal value changes in the responses are observed

instantaneously.

In connection with ISM optimization, a question

frequently asked is how to choose appropriate preas-

signed parameters for parameter extraction in the

coarse model. We can use a tuning-aided ISM proce-
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dure to determine this. In the ADS coarse model, we

tune the design and preassigned parameter candi-

dates, e.g., substrate heights and dielectric constant

values. This tuning allows us to note graphically how

the parameters affect the responses. If we find out

that one particular parameter tends to cancel the

effect of varying certain design parameter(s), it could

be a good ISM preassigned parameter. With tuning

we can break down or split the uniformly-assigned

parameters and examine their effects. For example,

we can split the uniform substrate height into several

individual heights, each height corresponding to that

of one component of the microwave structure. These

heights then can be tuned independently to determine

if they are useful preassigned parameters for ISM.

The splitting of preassigned parameters may generate

a better match of the surrogate to the fine model dur-

ing parameter extraction. In the same manner, we can

use tuning to test if the design parameters can be split

to create more flexibility in the coarse models and

thus yield a better design solution. If the test result is

true, we can split the fine model design parameters

the same way as in the coarse model, and a better

fine model solution is likely to be obtained.

Except for data from external fine models such as

Sonnet em [6], our tuning-aided SM process is imple-

mented entirely in the Agilent ADS system. A micro-

strip notch filter is designed using this technique. In

two iterations, an accurate design solution is

obtained. The implementation takes full advantage of

the Agilent ADS tuning technology.

II. IMPLICIT SPACE MAPPING

Our goal is to design a fine model

x�f ¼ argmin
xf

UðRf ðxf ÞÞ ð1Þ

Here, the fine-model response vector is denoted by

Rf [ Cm, e.g., S11 at selected frequency points, where

m is the number of sample points. The fine-model

design parameters are denoted xf [ Rn, where n is the

number of design parameters. U is a suitable objec-

tive function. For example, U could be a minimax

objective function with upper and lower specifica-

tions. Vector x�f denotes the optimal design to be

determined.

We take the following model as our initial surro-

gate model

Rsðxf ; x0Þ ¼ Rcðxf ; x0Þ ð2Þ
where x0 [ Rp represents the initial preassigned pa-

rameter vector and p is the number of preassigned pa-

rameters. Here, Rs [ Cm and Rc [ Cm represent the

surrogate model and the coarse model response vec-

tors, respectively. To match the surrogate to the fine

model, in the kth parameter extraction process, we

extract the preassigned parameters

xðkÞ ¼ argmin
x

jjRf ðxðkÞf Þ � RsðxðkÞf ; xÞjj ð3Þ
We then fix xðkÞ in the surrogate model and reopti-

mize the surrogate to obtain the next prediction of the

fine model solution

x
ðkþ1Þ
f ¼ argmin

xf
UðRsðxf ; xðkÞÞÞ ð4Þ

III. TUNING-AIDED IMPLICIT SPACE
MAPPING

Tuning can help us in two ways when working with

SM. It can be used for testing the sensitivity of the

surrogate model responses to the design variables

and/or preassigned parameters; and it can also be

used to find a good starting point for direct surrogate

model optimization and/or parameter extraction.

A. Investigating the Surrogate Model
Sensitivity to Parameters

The sensitivity test using tuning determines how the

responses vary with respect to changes in the design

parameters. We expect to find that certain variables

may significantly change the bandwidth and others

shift the frequency. If two variables have the same

effect on the response, it could mean too many

degrees of freedom and we should probably keep one

of the variables constant. If one variable is more sen-

sitive than the other, we may want to retain the less

sensitive one. Sometimes altering the value of a vari-

able has a limited effect on the responses. This could

result in insufficient flexibility in the model and thus

we may be prevented from obtaining an optimal solu-

tion. We can consider using extra or split parameters.

Tuning can indicate whether more flexibility is

needed. Checking the objective function after optimi-

zation with extra or split parameters will tell us

whether a model is actually more flexible. We expect

that the inequality

min
xf1;...;xf ðnþjÞ

ðUðRsð½xf1;xf2;...;xf n;xf ðnþ1Þ;...;xf ðnþjÞ�T ;xÞÞ

� min
xf 1;...;xf n

ðUðRsð½xf1;xf2;...;xfn�T ;xÞÞ ð5Þ

holds, where the left-hand side of (5) has more flexi-

bility than the right-hand side and xf(n11),...,xf(n1j) are

j split or extra parameters.
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To choose suitable preassigned parameters, the

following criteria could be used.

R�
c�Rcðxf þ½0:::;Dxf i;:::0�T ;

�
�

x0þ½0:::;�Dxj;:::0�TÞk�e ð6Þ

or

ðR�
cþDRci�DRcjÞ�R�

c

�
�

�
��e ð7Þ

where x0 is the default preassigned parameter value

and xf and R�
c are the optimal coarse model solution

and the optimal coarse model responses, respectively.

e is a user-specified small number. DRci and DRcj are

the response changes caused by the disturbance to the

ith element Dxfi in the design parameter vector and

the jth element Dxj in the preassigned parameter vec-

tor, respectively. The approximation tells us that for

any small change [0...,Dxfi,...0] in the coarse model

design parameters, we can find a corresponding

change [0..., 2Dxj,...0] in the preassigned parameter

vector that tends to cancel out the change in

responses. This means that changes in the design pa-

rameters can be compensated by changing certain

preassigned parameters. For split design parameters,

depending on their sensitivity, we may split a preas-

signed parameter to compensate each split design pa-

rameter individually or use a uniform preassigned pa-

rameter value to accommodate any changes in split

design parameters. We can also use multiple or split

preassigned parameters to restore changes caused by

a single design parameter. In short, the preassigned

parameters and design parameters do not have to be

one-to-one pairs as long as the changes can be

restored. In our implementation, ADS tuning is used

to check the criterion (6).

B. Finding a Better Starting Point for
Optimization or Parameter Extraction

In the surrogate model optimization and parameter

extraction procedures, when the starting point is far

from the solution, the optimization engine may be

trapped in a local minimum. We can use parameter

tuning to move the starting point closer to a better so-

lution. Especially in the case of frequency misalign-

ment, a simple shift of the response using tuning can

help the parameter extraction process escape from a

local minimum. Normally, a shift in the dielectric

constant can move the response to a good starting

point. We call this procedure a ‘‘jump-start.’’ The

process is also workable for coarse model optimiza-

tion or surrogate model optimization.

In Figure 1, we show the flowchart of our tuning-

aided ISM procedure. We start by investigating the

sensitivity using available tuning. The design param-

eter values and preassigned parameter values are

determined according to (5) and (6). We optimize the

surrogate model with respect to the design parame-

ters, jump-starting the process using tuning, if neces-

sary. If the fine model is snapped to a grid, we need

to supply the fine model with on-grid parameters. We

then snap one design parameter to the grid in the sur-

rogate model. The snapping procedure disturbs the

responses. We then optimize the surrogate model

again with the snapped parameter fixed. Then we

snap the second design parameter to the grid and

reoptimize. We proceed in this fashion until all the

design parameters are snapped to the grid. These

Figure 1. Flowchart for tuning-aided ISM optimization.
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design parameter values are then supplied to the fine

model. After an accurate on-grid fine model simula-

tion is obtained, we proceed with parameter extrac-

tion. We can now tune and extract the preassigned

parameters so that the surrogate is aligned with the

fine model. The tuning is especially necessary at the

first iteration of SM optimization, when the fine

model is far from the initial surrogate model. The

extracted preassigned parameter values are fixed in

the surrogate. The new surrogate is then reoptimized

with respect to the original design parameters.

IV. MICROSTRIP NOTCH FILTER
EXAMPLE

We use a microstrip notch filter [7] example to illus-

trate the tuning-aided ISM design optimization proce-

dure.

The parameterized dimensions of the filter are

shown in Figure 2. Lo is the length of the open stubs,

Lc is the length of the coupled lines, and Sg is the sep-
aration gap. The width W50 is the same for all the sec-

tions as well as for the input and output lines, of

length Lp. A substrate is used with thickness H and

relative dielectric constant er. The initial optimization

variables are xf 5 [Lc Lo Sg]
T. The remaining parame-

ter values are H 510 mil, W50 5 31 mil, er 5 2.2

(RT Duroid 5880, with loss tangent 5 0.0009). The

design specifications are |S21| � 0.05 in the stopband

and |S21| � 0.95 in the passbands, where the stopband

lies between 13.19 GHz and 13.21 GHz, and the

passband includes frequencies below 13 GHz and

above 13.4 GHz.

A. Coarse Model

The coarse model is implemented in Agilent ADS as

shown in Figure 3. It uses the built-in ADS microstrip

circuit models available for transmission lines,

coupled lines, and bends. The coarse model uses Lp
5 31 mil.

B. Fine Model

The fine model implementation is in Sonnet em (see

Fig. 4). We use a cell size of 0.5 mil 3 0.5 mil, with

Hair 5 60 mil (see the 3D view in Fig. 5). All the

metals, including Sonnet’s metallic box, are consid-

ered lossless. We optimize the coarse model using

the Agilent ADS minimax method.

In the ADS coarse model, we make variables Lc,
Lo, Sg, substrate height H, and dielectric constant er
tunable. We can now move the tune slider bars up

and down to see how the response changes with the

variables. The first observation is that Lc and Lo have

Figure 2. Microstrip notch filter with mitered bends [7].

Figure 3. Agilent ADS coarse model of the microstrip notch filter. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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an almost identical effect on the responses; they both

shift the frequency. So we fix Lo at 160 mil and use

Lc as a design variable. Now we tune the design vari-

able Sg. It verifies that Sg controls the bandwidth of

the responses. Our tuning experiment shows that its

effect on the bandwidth is limited and this may result

in low attainability of a good solution. Since Sg
affects the coupling between the resonators, we

decide to split Sg into the three variables Sg1, Sg2, and
Sg3 and assign them to the microstrip gaps in each

subsection, as shown in Figure 3, Sg1 for the first

microstrip coupled line ‘‘CLin1,’’ Sg2 for ‘‘CLin2,’’

and Sg3 for ‘‘CLin3.’’ With three variables instead of

one, the bandwidth can vary over a larger range. We

conducted an experiment to show the bandwidth

change. In our experiment, the coarse model is opti-

mized using the split Sg and uniform Sg, against the
original specification. A better performance is

obtained for the split Sg (Table I). We double the

bandwidth of the stopband specification while keep-

ing the passband specification intact. Again we obtain

a better solution (shown in Table I). The experiment

tells us that splitting Sg yields a more flexible model

and a better chance of convergence to a good solu-

tion. This conclusion should be true for the fine

model too.

The original design methodology [7, 8], i.e., the

design using uniform Sg, trades the flexibility of the

design for fewer design variables. More design varia-

bles normally mean a more difficult direct optimiza-

tion or tuning of the fine model. This is the justifica-

tion for using a minimal number of design variables.

In SM technology, however, the optimization burden

is shifted to the coarse model, so that increasing flexi-

bility (using more design variables) will introduce

less difficulty to the problem than direct optimization

or tuning of the fine model. It is justifiable to use

more variables for SM in which the added flexibility

increases the probability of obtaining a good coarse

model solution and thereby a better final fine model

solution.

We can see the effect of the preassigned parame-

ters using the ADS tuning capability too. By moving

the slider bars of the Tune Parameters dialogue box,

see Figure 6, we determine that the dielectric constant

er can compensate for the frequency shift and that the

substrate height H can compensate for the bandwidth

change. While this may be an advantage sometimes,

here there seems no need for extra or split preas-

signed parameters.

The SM scheme is then determined as follows.

The design parameters are Lc, Sg1, Sg2, and Sg3. We

use ISM with preassigned parameters er and H (uni-

form in the whole structure).

We show the initial (on-grid) coarse model and

fine model solutions in Figure 7. In two iterations

(three fine model simulations), a good solution is

obtained. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the

results obtained by our method and those obtained by

Figure 4. Sonnet em fine model. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.

interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 5. Sonnet em fine model in 3D view. [Color fig-

ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

TABLE I. Specification Errors for Coarse Model

Optimization

Original

Specification

Doubled

Stopband

Bandwidth

Uniform Sg 20.03063 20.01639

Splitting Sg into
Sg1, Sg2, and Sg3 20.03695 20.02951
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applying a constrained Broyden-based linear-input

SM algorithm [7] to the same problem (the coarse

model used in [7] is implemented in APLAC;

APLAC Version 7.91, APLAC Solutions Corpora-

tion, Finland, 2004). A detailed stopband fine model

simulation is shown in Figure 9. It is seen that our

approach yields a wider stopband in both the surro-

gate (coarse) model and the fine model, because of

the introduction of nonuniform separation gaps (Sg1,
Sg2, and Sg3). We show the evolution of the specifica-

tion error in Figure 10. Table II summarizes the solu-

tions obtained by both methods.

As soon as we obtained a good final solution using

our tuning-aided ISM optimization, the final surro-

gate is now available as a better surrogate than the

original coarse model. It can be used for other pur-

poses such as yield estimation and optimization. We

run an ADS yield estimation on the final surrogate

using a uniform distribution of 60.2 mil for each pa-

rameter. After estimating 1250 random points, a yield

of 97.4% is obtained. We now apply yield optimiza-

tion using ADS. With only minor changes in the pa-

rameters, the ADS yield optimization engine is able

to drive the yield to 100% (Fig. 11). The optimal

yield solution is [Lc, Sg1, Sg2, Sg3]
T 5 [142.09, 10.43,

4.52, 8.01]T.

V. DISCUSSION ON TUNING

Tuning is a commonly used engineering procedure.

In our approach, we use tuning to aid SM to find

Figure 6. Agilent ADS tuning parameter dialogue box. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 7. Coarse (—) and fine (---) model responses at

the initial optimal coarse model solution. Note that the

coarse model used in [7] is closer to the fine model than

the coarse model used in this work.

Figure 8. Fine model optimal response comparison

between the tuning-aided ISM optimization (—) and the

constrained Broyden-based linear-input SM approach (---)

[7].
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appropriate design variables and implicit preassigned

parameters. It also helps in the convergence of the

ISM optimization algorithm. Since other space-map-

ping related methods can be seen as special cases of

ISM [9], tuning can be of assistance in all types of

SM too.

Tuning is widely applied in the microwave and RF

component and device design process. For example,

Rautio [10] discussed a tuning methodology to design

an LTCC quad band receiver, and Swanson and Wen-

zel [11] presented a comb-line filter design using a cir-

cuit simulator tuning. Their idea is to obtain multiport

S-parameters from EM simulation results of a structure

with tuning ports. The obtained S-parameters form an

S-parameter file component with ports. The tuning

ports of the S-parameter file component are connected

with appropriate variable circuits. This circuit-ap-

pended S-parameter file model is then optimized in a

circuit simulator with respect to the added circuit pa-

rameter values to satisfy the design specifications. The

parameter values are converted back to corresponding

dimension values of the structure in the EM simulator.

If we assume the circuit-appended S-parameter file

model is an enhanced coarse model (or surrogate) and

the EM simulation of the structure is the fine model,

we can see the similarity between their tuning methods

and our tuning-aided SM. In both methods, tuning is

applied in a circuit simulator and the optimization of

the circuit model is used as a way of determining val-

ues for the design parameters. The design parameter

values are then applied to the fine model.

A sensitivity analysis option in the ADS optimiza-

tion algorithm is available. It may be used for our fur-

ther investigation of the possibility of automating the

preassigned parameter selection process, i.e., finding

a set of preassigned parameters that has a cancel-out

effect on certain design parameters automatically

using sensitivity information provided by ADS.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we discuss a tuning-aided ISM optimi-

zation procedure. It utilizes the ADS tuning tool to

estimate the sensitivities of various parameters. On

Figure 9. Fine model optimal response stopband detail

comparison between the tuning-aided ISM optimization

(—) and the constrained Broyden-based linear-input SM

approach (---) [7].

Figure 10. Evolution of the tuning-aided ISM specifica-

tion error.

TABLE II. Solution Comparison Between the Tuning-

Aided Implicit Space Mapping and the Constrained

Broyden-Based Linear-Input Space Mapping

Initial

Solution

After

First

Iteration

After

Second

Iteration

Initial

Solution

[7]

Final

Solution

[7]

Error 0.942 20.009 20.017 – 20.012

Lc 135 142 142 143 143.5

Lo 160 160 160 158 159

Sg1 9 8 8 8 8

Sg2 5 5 4.5 8 8

Sg3 10 10 10.5 8 8

Figure 11. Yield estimation of the final surrogate using

1250 random points after Agilent ADS yield optimization.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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the basis of this tuning process, we provide a guide-

line for choosing design variables or preassigned pa-

rameters, as well as for finding a good starting point

for direct surrogate optimization and for parameter

extraction of the surrogate. The proposed guideline

increases the chances of an ISM algorithm to con-

verge to a good fine model solution. We show that

our method works well with a microstrip notch filter

design.
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